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Petzl Nao +

Licht specificaties

High

Middle Low



Lumens

750



Runtime

6h 30 min med: 8h 15h



Beam distance

140m



Water resistant

IPX4

med: 320 120

med: 85m 65m

Kleuren
black/white (E36AHR 2B)

Power
2600 mAh Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery (included)

Gewicht
185gr

Certificering
AS/NZS 4268, CE, FCC, IC, ARIB

Petzl Nao +

Overige
Description
Customized beam pattern, burn time and brightness, thanks to the MyPetzl Light for smart phone and tablet (free
download at App Store and Google Play):
- access remaining burn time any time
- adjust brightness and burn time
- activate and create lighting profiles to suit the activity
- headlamp comes with multi-activity lighting profile
- four additional profiles available with the MyPetzl Light app: trail running, mountaineering, trekking, backpacking
- headlamp connects through Bluetooth® Smart (can be deactivated)
- the lamp can still be used without the app
Longer burn time, visual comfort and minimal handling thanks to its REACTIVE LIGHTING technology:
- the light sensor automatically adjusts brightness and beam pattern, optimizing battery use
- depending on the chosen burn time (6.5 h or 15 h), brightness automatically self-regulates in one of two modes:
MAX POWER or MAX AUTONOMY
Lamp can be used with CONSTANT LIGHTING technology, which ensures constant lighting over time
Multi-beam lighting: combines a wide beam for proximity lighting with a focused beam for long-range vision
Ergonomic button, even with gloves
Red indicator light on the battery, in the rear, to signal location
LOCK function to avoid accidentally turning it on during transit or storage
Rechargeable 2600 mAh Lithium-Ion battery:
- universal charging with micro USB port
- charge indicator and blue signal for Bluetooth® Smart activation
Headlamp is very stable on the head:
- adjustable headband is very comfortable (Petzl patent)
- additional top strap for technical activities
Belt kit accessory for NAO + allows the rechargeable battery to be moved to the belt to reduce the weight worn on
the head, or to keep it warm in winter
- Recharge time: 6h

Petzl Nao +

